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The CFO must be somebody that can speak clearly, not about the 
numbers, but about what the numbers mean.

In any organization, the roles of the Chief Executive O�cer (CEO) and Chief Financial O�cer (CFO) are 
crucial for company success. While the CEO is responsible for setting the mission, vision, and values, and 
steering the company culture, the CFO plays a vital role in financial strategy, compliance, and asses 
company’s opportunities and risks.

However, the relationship between these two positions can be complex and requires e�ective 
communication and collaboration. In this article, we will explore the division of responsibilities between the 
CEO and CFO, the characteristics of successful CFOs, and how to build and maintain a strong CEO-CFO 
relationship.

Division of Responsibilities Between a CEO 
and CFO
The CEO's responsibilities include setting the company's mission, vision, and values, as well as driving 
profitability and increasing shareholder value. They are also responsible for company strategy and 
expansion. On the other hand, the CFO's traditional roles include preserving the organization's assets, 
ensuring compliance with financial regulations, and communicating financial opportunities and challenges to 
the board and investors.

In today's business landscape, the CFO's role has evolved to include strategic decision making and financial 
leadership. They must align business and financial strategies, support long-term investments, and drive 
timely execution on company-wide projects. The CFO is not only a financial gatekeeper, but also a trusted 
partner who supports and challenges the CEO in decision-making processes.

Characteristics of Successful CFOs
Successful CFOs possess a deep understanding of numbers, but the key is their ability to communicate 
beyond the numbers. They can articulate what the numbers mean and what opportunities and risks they 
represent. Clear and e�ective communication is crucial, as CFOs need to engage with stakeholders from 
various departments and explain financial issues, opportunities, and decisions. Collaboration with other 
areas of the company is also important, as CFOs should work together to implement plans and course 
corrections when needed.

One of the defining characteristics of successful CFOs is their willingness to deliver tough messages. They 
are not afraid to communicate di�cult truths but do so in a way that provides context, reasons, and potential 
solutions. Trust plays a crucial role in this communication process, as it enables open and honest dialogue 
between the CEO and CFO.

https://www.kingsleygate.com/solutions/functional-practices/board-and-ceo/?_gl=1*1krhp3e*_ga*MTUwNjAwNzcxMy4xNjY5OTcxMzYy*_ga_XMBVQCKT60*MTcxMzg2OTcwMS40NC4wLjE3MTM4Njk3MDMuNTguMC4w
https://www.kingsleygate.com/our-capabilities/financial-officers/?_gl=1*1krhp3e*_ga*MTUwNjAwNzcxMy4xNjY5OTcxMzYy*_ga_XMBVQCKT60*MTcxMzg2OTcwMS40NC4wLjE3MTM4Njk3MDMuNTguMC4w
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Building a Strong CEO-CFO Relationship
The relationship between the CEO and CFO is vital for the success of an organization. A strong CEO-CFO 
relationship is built on open and honest communication. Regular structured meetings between the CEO and 
CFO, designed to discuss financial matters, challenges, and opportunities, are essential.

Moreover, fostering a culture of transparency and establishing a shared vision for the company helps align 
their goals and priorities. The CEO should empower the CFO to be a true business partner, leveraging their 
expertise and insights to guide decision-making processes. By encouraging empathy, cooperation, and 
collaboration, the CEO and CFO can build a relationship that strengthens the company.

With a strong CEO-CFO relationship, companies can navigate challenges, make informed decisions, and 
achieve their strategic goals.

Challenges and Advice for CFOs and CEOs 
Despite the importance of a strong CEO-CFO relationship, there can be challenges that strain this 
collaboration between the two senior leaders. Di�erent priorities, lack of trust, and power struggles can 
hinder e�ective communication and decision making. To address these issues, it is crucial to establish clear 
company goals and priorities, encourage empathy and cooperation, and empower the CFO with the 
authority to manage financial priorities.

CFOs often face challenges when dealing with multiple stakeholders. E�ective communication becomes 
crucial to bridge the gap and foster understanding. CFOs should explain financial issues and opportunities in 
a language that everyone can understand, creating an environment where others feel comfortable sharing 
their perspectives and ideas.

To ensure a successful CEO-CFO relationship, CEOs should empower the CFO to be a true business partner. 
Clear boundaries should be established to define decision-making authority, while also encouraging open 
conversations and discussions to identify key problems and make informed decisions together.

For CFOs aspiring to become CEOs, it is important to expand their business acumen and not limit themselves 
to the finance function. They should build relationships across di�erent areas of the company, help others 
understand financial implications, and be proactive and flexible in their decision making. Understanding 
calculated risk and its potential to drive growth is also key for CFOs seeking the top leadership position in a 
company.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackmccullough/2020/03/02/what-do-ceos-want-from-their-cfos/?sh=7e06adc15b98
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackmccullough/2020/03/02/what-do-ceos-want-from-their-cfos/?sh=7e06adc15b98
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Build a Better Relationship Between the CEO 
and CFO Today
The relationship between the CEO and CFO is vital for the success of an organization. By understanding their 
respective roles, fostering open communication, and building trust, CEOs and CFOs can work together to 
drive the company's growth and financial success.

E�ective CFOs possess strong communication skills, business acumen, and the ability to take calculated 
risks. CEOs, on the other hand, should empower CFOs, establish clear boundaries, and create an open and 
collaborative environment.

With a strong CEO-CFO relationship, companies can navigate challenges, make informed decisions, and 
achieve their strategic goals. 

Learn more about our solutions. Talk to one of our experts today!

https://www.kingsleygate.com/company/contact-us/?_gl=1*11q3zoq*_ga*MTUwNjAwNzcxMy4xNjY5OTcxMzYy*_ga_XMBVQCKT60*MTcxMzg2OTcwMS40NC4xLjE3MTM4Njk3NjQuNTcuMC4w
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